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Abstract

A detailed single particle orbit analysis in toroidally rotating plasma yields _ew

" analytical formulas for the second adiabatic invariant, the bounce frequency, and the precession

_l_ the f'trst order correction in ion offrequency up to
Ppi(poloidal gyroradius)/Lv(scale length

rotation velocity), for toroidal flow values of the order of ion thermal velocity. Toroidal plasma

rotation effects on the trapped ion instabilities in tokamaks are investigated in the context of

local theory. Toroidal plasma rotation increases both the fraction of trapped panicles and their

precession drift velocity. Consequently, the growth rate of trapped ion instability increases in

both dissipative and collisionless regimes.

PACS numbers: 52.35.Kt, 52.20.Dq, 52.35.Py, 52.55.Fa MASI£R"!



I. Introduction

Microturbulence in high temperature tokamak plasmas remains an important and

challenging topic. In most cases, the spectral intensity of density fluctuation measured by *

microwave scattering peaks at the longest measurable wavelengths ( k.t.p s <_.0.2 ) within the

spatial resolution. 1,2 New diagnostics on TFTR such as reflectometry3 and beam emission

spectroscopy 4 will address the problem of identifying the peak of k-spectrum in the near

future. Since the usual electron drift waves, such as trapped electron modes, exhibit the linear

growth rate maximum at a relatively short wavelength ( kip s _ 1 ), it is crucial to study the

influence of longer wavelength instabilities such as trapped ion modes on transport in

tokamaks. Of course, it is premz:_tureto conclude that trapped electron modes are relatively

unimportant. In fact, there exists a number of nonlinear theories which predict spectral transfer

to longer wavelengths C,_eto ion Compton scattering. 5-8
t

High temperatta'e, low collisionality plasmas (in which the trapped particle modes are

likely to be relevant) are often produced through neutral beam heating, and rotate toroidally

with significant speed (for instance Vo_C s >_.0.5, in TFTR hot ion-mode 9) for unbalanced

neutral beam injection case. In this case, Doppler shifted frequency of measured density

fluctuation dominates di,amagnetic drift frequency, making it harder to identify the propagation

i direction of fluctuation in the plasma frame. Therefore, it is important to include the effects of

plasma rotation in the analysis of microinstabilities. So far, plasma rotation effects on trapped
,li

particle instabilities have been analyzed with a focus on the role of radially dependent

Dopper-shifted frequency in slab geometry. 10"13

_ In this paper, we investigate the effects of plasma toroidal rotation on trapped ior_

. instability. We focus on the effects of orbit modification ha the context of local theory.14 Since

a rotating frame in toroidal geome_' is no longer an inertial frame, we get significant effect I'_

even for rigid toroidal rotation. Nonlocal analysi_ in a toroidal geometry is beyond the scope
_

!
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of this paper, and probably requires numerical studies. 15We present a detailed orbit analysis of
Ii

trapped particles in the presence of toroidal rotation. We derive the new analytical formulas for

the second adiabatic invariant, the bounce frequency, and the precessional frequency up to the

I_rst order correction in Ppi/Lv, for toroidal flow values of the order of ion thermal velocity.

Changes in those frequencies are expected to modify the strength of the wave-particle

interaction of various resonant instabilities. Principal results of this paper are:

i) ToroidaJ rotation induced radial electric field enhances the magnetic trapping of ions,

meanwhile the centrifugal force induced poloidal electric field enhances the magnetic trapping

of electrons. This increases the fraction of trapped particles and their precession frequencies.

ii) Consequently, the growth rate of trapped ion instability increases in both dissipative and

collisionless regime.

iii) The banana radial width of a trapped ion in the presence of rotation shear is derived, and a

* discussion is given to elucidate the relation between two seemingly diffex_nt previous

results. 16,17

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a detailed single

panicle orbit analysis is presented in the presence of sheared toroidal rotation. In Sec. III, the

growth rates of trapped ion instabilities are calculated in both dissipative and collisionless

regimes. Finally, the implications of the orbit modification results on the trapped electron

instabilities are discussed in Sec. IV.
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II. Single Particle Orbit Analysis

We start from a trapped ion orbit analysis. We consider a toroidally rotating plasma ,

with toroidal flow values of the order of VTi (Vo¢p < VTi), and its gradient scale length much

larger than the poloidal Larmor radius of ions, i.e., Lv = (dlnVo_dln r) -1 >> Ppi =

cMVTi/eBr,. Focusing our interests mainly on core region of tokamaks where the poloidal

plasma rotation is expected to be quickly damped, the following lowest order radial force

balance is assumed. 18,19

Er(0) + Vo_Bp = 0. (1)

This yields Vocp = mOY)R with t0ta_) = - d_o/d_P.

Using the gyrocenter (guiding center) variables 20 which include the ellipticity of
Q

Larmor orbit due to the radial dependence of Vo_(r), the following formulas for the canonical

angular momentum and the energy of a single ion gyrocenter are obtained.

PO= - eq_ + MR (Rm(_) + cii), (2)

E = M(cll + m0-g)R)2/2 + }.rB+ e_ + MVE2/2, (3)

where Cii = VII - Voq_(r). Here, a high aspect ratio tokamak with b.O = 1 is considered.

Therefore, the last term in Eq. (3) can be ignored up to the first order in e/q. Small 9pi/Lv

makes the lowest order expression for the magnetic moment I.t -- Mc.t2/2B [where ct=

V±-VE(r)] sufficient for our present purposes.
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For a trapped ion orbit analysis, it is convenient to remove W-dependence from

Eq. (3) using Eq. (2). Since cii - 0 at the mirror points of trapped ion orbits, Eq. (2) yields

W- _o = (M/e){Rcll + R2co(xI"t)- R(o)2to(XlSo)}. (4)

Although we are primarily interested in trapped particle orbits, a similar procedure could be

extended to passing particle orbit analysis by choosing Wo which satisfies P_ =--eqJo +

MRo2_o). Using _ _=oR'Wo) + (xI_-q-'o)(3_W) o and Eq. (4), we get

R2_(_) - R(o)2o_(q_o) = S-1 {R(O)2(_o_)oRCll + (R2 - R(o)2)_(XFo)}, (5)

where S = 1-R(o)2(bo_/_W)o is the orbit modification parameter 16when Eq. (1) is satisfied.

An alternative expression for Eq. (4) is
v

"_ qs_ qJo = (M/e) S-1 {Rcll+ (R2 - R(o)2)_(_o)}. (6)

Using 0o(_ v) = OoOrdo) - _(Wo)(W-u/o) - (0co/_W)o (q"-q"o)2/2, Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), we

get

E = McII2/2S+ I.tB - Mo_(Xtao)2R2/2+ Mco(qJo)2R(o)2 + e@o(_Fo)+ e@1. (7)

The third term describes the centrifugal force produced by toroidal rotation. Here, we keep the

poloidal angle dependent potential _1.21 Because of the centrifugal force, the ion density is

' pushed outward in major radius, yielding

ni = N(_F) exp{Mco(Wo)2(R2---(R2))/2Ti eO1/Ti}, (8)



where (R2}is the flux surface average of R2. Meanwhile, the electron density remains a

Boltzman response along the magnetic field line due to negligible electron mass,
6

ne = N(_) exp(e_l/Te). (9)

Therefore, a poloidal electrostatic field is produced to maintain charge neutrality. From Eqs. (8)

and (9), we get 18,19

e_l = MtO0Po)2(R2"-'{R2))Te/2(Ti4 Te). (10)

After a high aspect ratio expansion, Eq. (7) becomes

0

E = Mc112/2S+ t.tBo(1- ecos®) + M(O(_o)2R(o)2- McO(_o)2Ro2/2 + e_o(W o)
¢1'

!

- Mo)(XlJo)2Ro2Ti (Ti+Te)-1 _:cosO. (11)

lt is interesting to note that the third term in Eq. (7) which is cesponsible for the centrifugal

force, is partially cancelled by e_l. As a result, the last term in Eq. (11) modifies the effective

potential for the single ion motion in O-direction. Eq. (11) can be written as

C112= 4ESM-1 {}.rBo + Mco(_?o)2Ro2Ti (Ti+Te)-1 }{x:2- sin2®/2 }, (12)

where Eeff= E- MoRa'IJo)2R(o)2+ Mm(_o)2Ro2/2- e_o0-ISo), and

_¢2= 1/2 + (Eeff- }.tBo)/2e{laBo + M_o)2Ro2Ti (Ti+Te) -I }. (13) ;.



In Eq. (13), K:denotes the pitch angle of trapped ions, i.e., E)o = 2sin-lK: is the poloidal

location of mirror point. Deeply trapped particles correspond to K:<<: 1, meanwhile barely

trapped particles have _:values less than, but near 1.

Now, we calculate the second adiabatic invariant, J = (2n) -1 JPl,¢.bdl. Usinglp

E,q. (2) and performing standard manipulations involving elliptic integrals, we get

j = 2qRon--l[eSM-1 {_Bo+M0)(qSo)2Ro2Ti(Ti+Te)-I }]1/2{(_2_.1)K(_) + E(_:)]., (14)

where K(_¢)and E0¢) are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively.

The bounce frequency of a trapped ion is

t.t,'bi = (_J/OE)-1 = 2n[_:Sm-1{I.tBo+MCO(Wo)2Ro2Ti(Ti+Te)-I }]l/2/qRoK(_). (15)

A similar formula has been independently obtained in the absence of poloidal electric field. 17

4/ Also, a limiting case of deeply trapped particle in the absence of poloidal electric field and

velocity shear has been previously considered in Ref.22, and can be recovered by taking _0

and S_I limit of Eq.(15). Equation (15) also shows the trends observed in the numerical

studies of test particles in Ref.23 for a rigid rotation case (S = 1). O)bi increases when 0_(_o) is

raised with _:fixed or with Cii(O=0) f'Lxed. The toroidal precession drift frequency is given by

tOdi= _ot.%i (OJ/O_) =-{gBo+ M(O(_o)2Ro2Ti (Ti+Te)-1 }2cnqG()c)/eB( r', (16)

where G(K:)= 4s{(_:2-.-1)K(_¢)+ E(_:)} + 2E(K:)- K(K:). This formula has been previously

derived only in the absence of plasma rotation. 14 This new result implies interesting

consequences for the tr, pped ion instability which we discuss in the next section. We note that

It,0dilincreases when co(_ o) is raised with K:fixed. Inspection of Eq. (12) shows that trapped



ionsshouldsatisfy

cli(O=0)2_<4eSM -I {}.rBo + mco(XIJo)2Ro2Ti (Ti+Te) -I }, (17) .

Equation(17)alsodefinestheboundarybetweenthetrappedanduntrappodparticlesin 0

(cll(_--0),(_Bo)I/'2/M)space.Thiscurvehasahyperbolicshapewithanasymptoticslopegiven

by (l.tBo)I/2/Mcll(O=0)= (4eS)-I_.We notethatlow energyparticleswithcil(O=-0)2_<4eS

¢a)(_o)2Ro2Ti(Ti+Te)-Iarcelectrostaticallygappedregardlessof_ values.

Now, wc calculatethetrappedelectronorbitmodification.Sinceanelectronhas

negligiblemass,itsradialexcursionfrom_Foissmallerthanthatoftrappcdionby(m/M)I/2.

Therefore,we canignoretheq-'dcpcndcnccof_)o(xP).However,apoloidalelectricfieldduc

to_)Ihassignificanteffectsontrappedelectronorbits.The singleelectronenergyis

E = mc112/2+ I.teB- e_o('_) - e_ 1
tl

= mctl2/2 + I.teBo(1- ecos®) - e_o(W o) - Mco(XPo)2Ro2Te(Ti+Te)-I ecosO, (18)

which leads to

cii2 = 4em-1 {_teBo+ Mo3(qJo)2Ro2Te (Ti+Tc)-I }{_:2_ sin20/2 }, (19)

where Eeff= E + eOo(_o), and

1<2= 1/2 + 0Etff- _Bo)/2e( P.eBo+ Mo._Po)2Ro2Te (Ti+Te)-l). (20)

Now, we can also calculate the following formulas for the trapped electrons using similar

method. The longitudinal (second) adiabatic invariant J = (2_) -1 lP. ¢.bdl is
4
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J =2qRom'l[em-I {geBo+ Mco(XFo)2Ro2Te(Ti+Te)-1 }]1/2{(_c2--1)K0c) + E(_c)}, (21)

0

The bounce frequency of a trapped electron is
0

Obe = (c)Jf0E)-1 = 2x[em -I {gteBo+ Mco(XFo)2Ro2Te(Ti+Te) "1}]l/2/qRoK(_c). (22)

The toroidal precession drift frequency is given by

COde= k¢,Rocobe(_J/OW)= {la.eBo+Mco(_o)2Ro2Te (Ti+Te)-1 )2cnqG(K:)/eBoRo, (23)

where G(K:)= 4s{(_:2-1)K(_¢)+ E(_:)} + 2E(_:)- K(_). This new result implies interesting

consequence, s on the collisionless trapped electron modes as well as the trapped ion modes as

will be discussed later.

Finally, we discuss the radial width of bananas24, 25 in tile presence of sheared

toroidal rotation. This issue has been discussed extensively in relation to the edge sheath 16 and

L to H transition physics. 17,22The full radial width can be easily obtained from Eq. (6),

Pbi = A_/RBp = 2MCll(e=0)/eBpS. (24)

We note that a limiting case of this formula has been previously obtained for the rigid rotation

case (S--1).26,23 Equation (24) indeed shows the trends obtained by test particle numerical

studies in Ref. 23, i.e, Pbi increases when V_ is raised with _:fixed, meanwhile Pbi does not

change much when Vo_ is raised with cii(O=0)fixed. In the presence of velocity shear, a similar

' formula has been previously obtained in terms of different variables. 17 In that work, the

inverse proportionality of Pbi'to the orbit modification factor S has been emphasized. At a f'trst

glance, this does not appear to agree with the results in Ref. 16 which indicate that the banana

9
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radial width is reduced by S1/2. Here, we discuss their relations. We emphasize that our

analysis assumes Lv >> Ppi,and is valid when iS - 1[<< 1, while the results in Ref. 16 and 0

Ref. 17 are intended for application to the plasma edge shear layer 27"30 where S values

encountered could be significantly different from 1. When test particles are injected into a

plasma with given Vo_, Eq. (24) is useful and S is the appropriate orbit squeezing factor.

However, if we compare "typical" barely trapped ions, the appropriate orbit squeezing factor

should be S1/2 as stated in Ref. 16. This can be shown by noticing the proportionality of

Cll(e=o) to S1/2 in Eq. (17). In the limit of small Vo_0 but finite [S - 1[, we get cii(e=0) =

(Se)I/2VTi which leads to

Pbi = 2ME1/2VTi/eBpS1/2= Pbi(°)/S1/2, (25)

where Pbi(o)is the typical banana width in the absence of velocity shear.

10



III. Trapped Ion Instability in The Presence of Toroidal Rotation

In this section, we investigate the trapped particle orbit modification effects on

t trapped ion instability. For simplicity, long wavelength modes ( k.LPbi <<1) are considered for

the rigid rotation case (S=I) in the local limit. First, we calculate the fraction of trapped ion

population. For the sake of comparison, we take a local Maxwellian distribution function in a

toroidally moving frame, i.e., Fo ,¢ exp(-E/Ti). Then the fraction 8 at _o and O=_ is given by
i

8 =fTrd}.tfdCll exp{-MCll2/2 -I.tBo(l- E)}/_dp.fdCll exp{-Mcll2/2 -_B_( I--E)}, (26)

where the integration variables are appropriately normalized to VTi. Although Eq. (26) can be

expressed in terms o.,"Error function, we can obtain simple asymptotic fom_ulas by changing

the order of integration. For v.<< 1, the asymptotic behavior of 8 is

t

_i= (28)t/2exp{M_(_o)2Ro2(Yi+Te) -1 }[1+ Of Mo.'_o)2Ro2(Ti+Te)-l)], (27)

for Mo3(XPo)2Ro2(Ti+Te) -1 << 1, and

8 = 1 - O(expl-M_&o)2Ro2(Ti+Te)-I )), (28)

for Mto(qJo)2Ro2(Ti+Te) -l >> 1. Therefore, the following simple connection formula is

adequate for our regime of interest Mo_(_ISo)2Ro2(Ti+Te) -1 < 1,

, _5= [ 1+ (2E)-lt2exp{-Mto(qJo)2Ro2(Ti+Te)-1 }]-1 (29)

11
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The fraction of trapped electrons is easily shown to be the same as that of trapped ions and

givenby "

o
8 - [1+ (2E)-ltaexp {-Mto(XFo)2Ro2(T_Te) -1 }]- I. (30)

The O-dependence of the equilibrium density no introduces a new term of the order of

MtotXFo)2LnRoTi-t smaller than the term we keep which originates from 0nel'Or. Therefore,

the conventional expression for the density response 14is a good approximation.

For the dissipative trapped ion instability, toti > (Ohi> to, (o,e > Vi,efr > COdiand COte

> (Obe> re,efr > co,co*e > Cede are satisfied. Here, to is the mode frequency in the rotating

frame, co, e = CsPsk0/L n is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency, COteand coti are the

electron and ion transit freqt'encie_,,.The electron density response is given by

0

_ndnO = [1 - i 4(Cefr/_) lt2 co*e{1 + 3rle/2 - (_to*e) }/(Ve/eefr)] eSO/Te, (31)

e

where 5_ is the perturbed electrostatic potential, and teff = _52/2>-Echaracterizes the

enhancement of the fraction of trapped particles. On the other hand, the ion density response is

given by

6ni/no = -[x - _ff 1/2(x + co,e/to) + iviixI-F cefr to] e$O/Te, (32)

where H = 4(eeftcn)l/2fdv exp(-v2)v"l[1--o>,i{ 1+(v2-3/'2)rli }/to] is a constant which depends

on edf very weakly, 31 and x = Te/T i. For both species, energy dependent simple Krook

collisional operators ro,efr= Vo/F..eff are used., ignoring the detailed shape of trapped-untrapped

particle boundary in velocity space. Imposing quasineutrality on Eqs. (31) and (32), we get the

following dispersion relation,

12
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i

Re((l)) ffi g¢ffl/2 (l.k,g("l: + l), (33)

Irn((0) - 4a''1/2 _ft-2(l+3rle/2) O,e 2/(1+'_ )2ve - viixI-l/(l+'t ) e.efr. (34)

0

We note that the toroidal rotation increases both the real fr_uency and the growth rate by

enhancing the fraction of trapped particles. Damping due to ion-ion collision is reduced. From

Eq. (34), we get the following criterion for the linear stabilization in a dense plasma,

ve vii > 4K "1/2 r:.eff3(l+3rle]2)(O,e2/(l+x )xi& (35)

which is harder to achieve in the presence of toroidal rotation due to larger £eff. We note that

when collisional effects are analyzed with Lorentz collisional operators, the ion collisional

damping term would scale as vii 1/'2instead of vii .32

# Next, we consider the collisionless regime where oti > (0bi > _, o, e > o.kti > vii/£cff

and O_te> (Obe> o, o, e > Ode > re/cefr are satisfied. 14 In this case, the electron density

response is given by

fine/no =[1 - _frl_[1 - o.),e/o)+ (3ODe_O)){ 1 -co, e (1+ rle)/O)}]] e6(l)/I"e. (36)

For ions, we have

_ini/no = -[I:- Eeffl/'2[X + ¢._,d0) + (3't co_Di/2o){ 1 - o, i (1+ rli)/co}]] e*50/Te, (37)

0 where 1/(o - COde)_ (1 + COde/CO)leOand £eff << 1 has been used. mDi and (ODe are the

precession drift frequencies evaluated at the thermal speeds and G(_:) has been approximated to

t
be 1, ignoring the pitch angle dependence. Quasineutrality condition yields the following

13



almost purely growing instability,

t

y2- (3ecffI/2/2(I+x )){ICODil(l+vli) + _(I+ _e)}C0.e. (38)
f.

Therefore, the toroidal rotation has destabilizing influences through enhanced lO._Dil,CODeand

e.eft . We also expect destabilizing influences to the trapped ion modes propagating in the ion

diamagnetic direction 33,34which can resonantly interact with the trapped ion precession drift.

In fact, a numerical capability for addressing the problem of the equilibrium electric

field effects on tokamak microinstabilities in the context of one dimensional nonlocal analysis

(the ballooning formalism) has already existed for many years. 35 In Ref. 36, this capability

was utilized for a situation where the equilibrium poloidal electric field is the dominant

modification. (However, in our case, the poloidal electric field effect is smaller than the

centrifugal force effect on ions as shown in Eq. (l 1)). An equilibrium poloidal electric field in

the form derived in Ref. 21, was used for a study of relatively shorter wavelength (n=30)

modes driven by the ion temperature gradient. No significant changes in the linear growth rate _,

were observed when e_l/'l"e was increased (decreased) up to (-)0.5 ecos®. The local trends

predicted in the present paper still need to be examined within the context of such nonlocal

eigenmode calculations.

14
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IV. Discussions

_. We have analyzed the effects of toroidal rotation on trapped particle orbits and the

local stability properties of trapped ion modes. Toroidal rotation induced radial electric field

enhances the magnetic trapping of ions, meanwhile the centrifugal force induced poloidal

electric field enhances the magnetic trapping of electrons. This increases the fraction of trapped

particles and their precession frequencies. Consequently, the local growth rate of trapped ion

instability increases in both dissipative and collisionless regimes. The banana radial width of a

trapped ion in the presence of rotation shear is derived, and a discussion is given to elucidate

the relation between two seemingly different previous results. 16,17

Also from our results on trapped electron orbit analysis, we can expect the following

toroidal rotation effects on the trapped electron instabilities in the context of local theory. First,

" in the linear regime, there exists a destabilizing influence on the trapped electron modes in both

dissipative and collisionless regime through the enhanced fraction of trapped electrons. Further

destabilization is expected for dissipative trapped electron mode from the decrease of re,efr, and

fox collisionless trapped electron mc>defrom the increase of Ode. Second, in the nonlinear

regime, faster trapped electron precession drift can enhance the trapped electron Com'_ton

scattering 37,8 of the collisionless trapped electron modes resulting in a stronger ft d

spectral transfer of fluctuation energy. Finally, the afore-mentioned modifications of various

frequencies related to particle orbits can affect the strengths of excitation or damping

mechanisms of instabilities other than the trapped particle modes. These possibilities axe

currently under investigation and will be published in the near future.
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